Host AGMTrain- says:
<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Hanna says:
::in hallway, heading for TL to go to Bridge::

OPQuchant says:
::rerouting power to appropriate systems::

Host COFerrone says:
@::: on surface with K'Rood, Darvo, and Anniston::

TLura says:
::still sitting on sand::

Host COFerrone says:
@:: and the Bynars::

FCO_Annis says:
@::on planet, scanning, spots the child ahead::

Headsman says:
@:::Walks up to The FCO and places a lei around her neck ::

CNS_Hanna says:
::arrives at TL, steps inside:: Bridge

FCO_Annis says:
@::steps back, personal distance invaded::

OPQuchant says:
::from the command chair::

SO_Udoit says:
::routing scanning channels through computer components::

OPQuchant says:
::looks around bridge...::

Headsman says:
@:::Walks up to the CMO and places a lei around her neck ::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION> TEN OF THE NATIVES QUICKLY FORM A BARRIER BETWEEM THE AT AND THE CHILD.........THEY ARE NOT AGGRESSIVE

CNS_Hanna says:
::TL arrives at Bridge, doors open::

FCO_Annis says:
@::smiles uncertainly at the Headsman, and bows acceptance::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks at the child and scans her::

Headsman says:
@CMO: Ticky Ticky ?

TLura says:
@:nakk kaat'ka saioru? (who are you)

OPQuchant says:
::nods at Hanna as she arrives::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::steps back::

Host COFerrone says:
@::steps forward::

FCO_Annis says:
@::aside to the rest of the AT::  Ummmm.........  Not sure what to do here........

Host COFerrone says:
@I am Admiral James Ferrone, Commanding Officer of the Starship vesuvius.

CNS_Hanna says:
::steps off the TL onto the Bridge, acknowledges Quchant and looks around::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::watches the CO's movements and smiles inwardly::

SO_Udoit says:
@::walks right  up the headsman.....looks up at him.......::CO: he asked who we were

Headsman says:
@Ferrone:nakk kaat'ka saioru? (who are you)

Host COFerrone says:
@We have come in search of lost friends.

OPQuchant says:
Udoit: Please check the comm channel to the away team and make sure it is still working

FCO_Annis says:
@::steps back behind the Admiral::

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: If I may.......

Host COFerrone says:
@::folds hands behind back::  Bynars:  Go ahead.

Headsman says:
@:::Nods:: Ferrone: our house is yours

FCO_Annis says:
@::activates, inconspicuously, her scanner, and checks readings::

SO_Udidit says:
::along side conterpart::

CNS_Hanna says:
::begins touring the different stations, making mental notes of operations and readiness::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION> WHILE THE AT TRYS TO CONVERSE WITH THE NATIVES, THE CHILD SLIPS INTO A SMALL CAVE OPENING A FEW METERS AWAY

CMO_Darvo says:
@::continues to scan child on her tricorder and those of the village too::

TLura says:
@Udidit:lioa tiyi T'Lura. (I am T'Lura)

SO_Udoit says:
Hdma: uks ofre doten.....(we're here for lost friends)

CMO_Darvo says:
@::notices the childs movements::

OPQuchant says:
Doneit: Ensign...please check the connection to the awaw team

TLura says:
@:: runs into a cave well hidden by bushes and begins gathering her possessions::

Headsman says:
@:::Looks at peculiar language that SO Speaks ::

OPQuchant says:
<Doneit> Quchant: Aye Sir

FCO_Annis says:
@::spots the child, and is intrigued::  Admiral:  The readings from the child are different.  We may wish to investigate her.

Headsman says:
@SO: Speak Vulcan ...easier

SO_Udoit says:
@::scans headmans::

FCO_Annis says:
@::falls back to whisper with Darvo::  The child is over there, by my readings, and doesn't match the readings we are getting from the other inhabitants.

CNS_Hanna says:
::walks over to Ensign Sears at helm::

SO_Udoit says:
@Hdmn:  how did you come to learn Vulcaneze??

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: Counsellor, how are you doing?

Headsman says:
@SO: From the child and her family

CNS_Hanna says:
::watches the Ensign's nervous reaction::

Host COFerrone says:
@Headsman:  We have detected the remains of a vulcan ship... the T'Khut.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods to Annis::

Host COFerrone says:
@Headsman: Have you seen where this vessel has landed?

SO_Udidit says:
@Udoit:<W>1101000101 1100010101 11101011010

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant: How am I doing? ::breathes::

Headsman says:
@Ferrone: he nearly finished repairs ...needed some parts though

CMO_Darvo says:
@::shows Annis her tricorder readings::

OPQuchant says:
::looks round with eyebrow raised::

CNS_Hanna says:
::notes Ensign Sears looks even more nervous now, seems to chewing on a bit of candy::

FCO_Annis says:
@::nods to Darvo::  Let's propose to the Admiral that our party split, one to investigate the child's situation.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods::

SO_Udoit says:
@::broadens scan..picks up titanium hull readings::

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Long range scan of the sector please....

Host COFerrone says:
@Headsman:  Take me to him....  :;pauses::  Would you object to some of my team investigate your beautiful world?

Headsman says:
@Ferrone: you mean his grave ? it is next to hers

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant: I do believe I am doing fine. Why do you ask? ::breathes, smooths uniform::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks around her, finally notices the beauty::

FCO_Annis says:
@::decides to be brave, and taps the admiral on the shoulder::  Sir:  Darvo and I would enjoy the opportunity to explore this planet.........

CNS_Hanna says:
<Ensign Sears> ::spits candy out with a choking sound::

FCO_Annis says:
@And perhaps the Bynars as well.........

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: Just friendly chat Counsellor....you seem a little.....tense today..

TLura says:
@::peaks out cave entrence::

TAC_Darq says:
sitting at TAC console scanning ship and at Yellow Alert.

Headsman says:
@Fertrone: sad thing a little girl loosing her parents

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: we are picking up titanium readings.....99.876 pure....must be part of a hull. headings 231::points::

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant: Lots going on today ... not very used to being on the Bridge. ::turns to Sears:: You okay, Ensign?

FCO_Annis says:
@::awaits permission, winking at Darvo::

TAC_Darq says:
::conducts Long range Scans::

Host COFerrone says:
@::turns to rest of away team::  Bynars... you're with me...  Anniston, Darvo...  find this girl

CMO_Darvo says:
@::raises an eyebrow::

CNS_Hanna says:
<Ensign Sears> ::feebly reaching for his spitty candy, nods feebly::

FCO_Annis says:
@::grins::  Aye, sir.

Headsman says:
@Ferrone: did I not say our world is yours  ?

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: You know you are welcome up here anytime I have the bridge

SO_Udidit says:
:looks at the CO and follows::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods and proceeds off with Anniston::

SO_Udoit says:
@::looks at the CO anf follows:

Host COFerrone says:
@Headsman:  Can you take us to the ship?

Headsman says:
@Ferrone: this way :::leads::

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  Let's go.  My readings show her over there, but we should proceed by a circuitous route.

CNS_Hanna says:
::smiles at Quchant as she moves on to the Science station::

SO_Udoit says:
@::scanning to the left::

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  The natives are likely to be protective of her, and we should approach in a non-threatening manner.

SO_Udidit says:
@::scanning to the right::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Anniston: agreed ::checks tricorder::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::walks in a non threatening manner::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: Scans reveal the Seikpo leaving at a fast speed and ... the star is collapsing

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  I propose we make this appear as a "nature trip"; let the child come to us, if she will.

SO_Udoit says:
@*Ves- Computer: eto of star collapse?

OPQuchant says:
Darq: What danger is there to the ship and the planet below us?

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods and wishes she had thought to pack a picnic lunch::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: well let me say this ... we wanna be outa here sir

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  Let's set off.  ::strikes off into the lush vegetation of the planet, recording data as she goes.

Headsman says:
@Ferrone : There is the ship , I will leave you to it

CMO_Darvo says:
@::follows as her stomach rumbles::

SO_Udoit says:
<Computer> *Udidit*: 48 minutes.....

TAC_Darq says:
::wipes dribble form mouth::

OPQuchant says:
      Darq: Ok...inform the away team of the situation...make sure they know how much time we have

TAC_Darq says:
QUchant: aye sir.

TLura says:
@::watches strangers walk away and follows curiously::

Host COFerrone says:
@::nods to Headsman.... motions for the Bynars to enter the ship first::

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: you may want to grab a seat....we may have to shift out of here pronot

FCO_Annis says:
@::sets off in a meandering course, general direction of the cavern the child headed toward::

OPQuchant says:
pronto

TAC_Darq says:
::performs calculations on computer::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::cataloging the flowers::

SO_Udoit says:
@::walks over to the ship......lift emergency handle and opens hatch....::

CNS_Hanna says:
::nods to Quchant while heading for a vacant seat::

OPQuchant says:
::starts reconfiguring the cargo transporters for humanoid lifesigns::

TLura says:
@::sees them headed for cave and dashes back in::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::eyes intent on the tricorder she walks into a low lying branch::

SO_Udidit says:
@::follows behind......

CMO_Darvo says:
@Ow!

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: Can you reconfigure the cargo transportes in the secondary hull....I'll do the saucer section

TLura says:
@::giggles at stranger::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::rubs forehead::

FCO_Annis says:
@::stops to scan a flower::  Doctor:  Check this out.  This blossom shows that it contains traces of Rhiactamin, a handy medical element, I believe, in fairly short supply........

CNS_Hanna says:
::reaches for a console, checks the readiness of Sick Bay::

SO_Udoit says:
@::attaches tricorder to computer and checks for power::

FCO_Annis says:
@::hears a sound, but ignores it::

TAC_Darq says:
::rubs lobes whilst computer is thinking :: Mmmmmmmm

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION> LT. ANNISTON SEES A SMILING IMAGE OF HER DEAD HUSBAND, ALEXANDER, APPEAR IN A HAZY MIST.

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant; Yes sir, just checking Sick Bay's status right now ::punches a few buttons::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::shakes head to clear her eyes and checks out Annistons readings::

Host COFerrone says:
@::standing in the ship....  looking around the bridge of the vulcan ship T'Khut::

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Status on the star please

SO_Udidit says:
@Udoit:11-011110101   1101010 1110110

CNS_Hanna says:
::calls up cargo transporters and begins reconfiguring the beams for human lifesigns::

FCO_Annis says:
@::stops in her tracks, and turns away a moment later::  No, it isn't real.

Host COFerrone says:
@ :;absently looks around...  looking for any clue as to what went wrong::

Alexander says:
@FCO: I see you have raised our daughter well

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks at Annsiton:: Are you alright :;scans her::

SO_Udoit says:
@::activates battery power cells.......emergency lights go on::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<Action> Suddenly Alex's image swells to enormus size and his face becomes decayed and rotted, his arms reach out for Serena...

CMO_Darvo  (Tricorder.wav)

FCO_Annis says:
@::struggles for a brief moment::  I am fine........

TAC_Darq says:
::takes out handkerchief and wipes dribble from console::

Alexander says:
@FCO: but why do you bring her to this place of ...what could prove your death ?

FCO_Annis says:
@::::wills the image away::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Anniston: your readings are off the scale

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Status please

CMO_Darvo says:
@::punches some buttons::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: the computer has calculated the star will collapse in 30 minutes

Alexander says:
@:::Reaches for his wife ::

SO_Udoit says:
@::steps back outside. looks at the Captain...motions he can enter::

FCO_Annis says:
@<Alexander>  You are not real.  A ghost from my past.  Leave me.

Alexander says:
@FCO: But I am real

FCO_Annis says:
@::turns her back, steadily walking away, though inside she wants to cry::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::continues to scan Anniston:: Anniston: who are you talking to?

CNS_Hanna says:
::still reconfiguring the cargo transporters::

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Please inform the away team pronto

TLura says:
@::watches Anniston talk to thin air and giggles::

Alexander says:
@FCO: Beware the Warp Core....:::fades ::

FCO_Annis says:
@::returns to her scans, gathering data::  Darvo:  No one.

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: malfunction detected in port thrusters ......

TAC_Darq says:
*AT*: this is Lt. darq sirs, ::dribble::, the star will collapse in 2 hours, just thought you might like to know ::dribble::

Host COFerrone says:
@::accesses the ship's main power grid::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks back to where Anniston was standing and again to where she is walking to:: hm......

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant: Finished reconfiguring the cargo transporters

FCO_Annis says:
@::suddenly strikes off in a new direction, determinedly putting this place behind her::

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: Thank you

FCO_Annis says:
@::scanning the vegetation and her surroundings with a vengeance::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::shrugs shoulders, but is too curious to let it go, she turns and scans the area again::

TAC_Darq says:
::looks across at FCO and grins showing his sharp brown teeth and rubs his lobes at her::

CNS_Hanna says:
::nods and goes back to studying report from Sick Bay::

TLura says:
@::giggles again::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION> FERRONE ABSENT MINDLY SCRATCHES HIS NECK AND THEN WIPES A BIT OF SWEAT FROM HIS BROW

FCO_Annis says:
@::totally focussed on her duties, and not her inner turmoil::

OPQuchant says:
::reconfigures the power to the engines::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  A malfunctioning thruster caused them to crash?

Host COFerrone says:
@::frowns and shakes head::

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;stops as she hears a sound::

OPQuchant says:
Hannah: Can you deal with any calls from stellar cartography...they were a....nuisances earlier

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: no change

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: there are some missing and damaged isolinear chips here, sir......

FCO_Annis says:
@::finds a quiet place, out of view of everyone, and tries to restore her thoughts to sanity::

TLura says:
@::ducks behind bush::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks back at Anniston, making sure she is okay then proceeds on ahead::

SO_Udidit says:
CO: it seems their computer was telling them to go right and the malfunction wasn't detected..

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

CNS_Hanna says:
Quchant: Got it ... I'll check with them right now to see if they have any issues ::punching buttons on the console::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

FCO_Annis says:
@::to herself, Alex is dead and gone; it is this place and situation that brings his memory back to you; he is gone.::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

SO_Udoit says:
CO: so they entered the atmosphere before they could correct

Host COFerrone says:
@::absently rubs his neck...::

FCO_Annis says:
@::takes a really deep breath, and opens her eyes again::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  Is the ship salvagable?  ::looks around::  We can get this thing back up can't we?

CMO_Darvo says:
@::her legs begins to itch, she scratches it absentlymindedly::

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Can you perform some calculations and work out how long it would take to transport as many of the planet's inhabitants as possible to the ship

FCO_Annis says:
@::heads back out after Darvo::

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: We can correct the problem.......

Host COFerrone says:
@::begins noticing that his neck has gotten itchy::

TAC_Darq  (Sensor Alert.wav)

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: we will need some supplies formt he ship......

CMO_Darvo says:
@::following what seems to be a trail::

TAC_Darq says:
::continues with scanns::

Headman says:
@:::Walks over to ship ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scanning::

CNS_Hanna says:
::conversing with Stellar Cartography via Comm::

XOAldrin says:
::walks onto the bridge after going to the head::

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  My apologies.  For a moment........  ::frowns as her neck itches::

SO_Udidit says:
@udoit: 110110100101 1101010 10100110

Headman says:
@Fereone: he said something about a missing Isolinear chip ...couldn't make one

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Can you perform some calculations and work out how long it would take to transport as many of the planet's inhabitants as possible to the ship

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;scratches her leg and turns around to face Anniston:: Anniston: no problem

XOAldrin says:
::takes seat next to CO::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: aye sir

SO_Udoit says:
@::looks at Udoit::.....Looks at the Captain: Sir, we can do it with our tricorders......::opens tricorder::

CNS_Hanna says:
::notes XO Aldrin on the bridge::

Host COFerrone says:
@::nods to Bynars::  Do it...  you have full authorization.  Can you get this ship up before the star collapses...  ::stops... stares at Headman::

Host COFerrone says:
@::frowns and wonders if he caught that last bit::

OPQuchant says:
Aldrin: Hello Sir...::vacates command chair::

FCO_Annis says:
@::her expression closes::  Darvo:  Let's get on with this.  But before we do, I have this.......... itch, right about here ::points at back of neck::

TAC_Darq Computer: how long will it take to transport the inhabitants of the planet to the Vesuvious??? (CompWorking.wav)

SO_Udoit says:
@::takes out power chip and places it in the engines grid.......turns coupler 3/4.........::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: status report.

Headman says:
@:::notes rash starting on Ferrone ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::feels an itch in a very uncomforable place......squirms::

TLura says:
@:;throws a rock at Darvo::

FCO_Annis says:
@Darvo:  Anything in your bag of tricks for this itch?

Host COFerrone says:
@::feels the itch spread to his face::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::is hit:: OW!

TAC_Darq says:
<Compter>: to trasnport all the inhabitants to the USS Vesuvious will take three days

OPQuchant says:
Aldrin: The star is about to explode in about 25 mins...cargo transporter have been reconfigured for human transport and the engines have full power

Headman says:
@Ferrone : you have the rash, I hope you not be like the others ...refuse ticky ticky

Host COFerrone says:
@::looks around frantically::

FCO_Annis says:
@::ducks as Darvo is hit::  Take cover!

TLura says:
@::giggles::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: to transport them all will take three days sir.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::aims tricorder towards the woods and here's that giggle again::

FCO_Annis says:
@::dives behind a rock::

SO_Udidit @::takes out  scan chip and places it in nav console......turns console power on:: (Console.wav)

OPQuchant says:
Darq: Nuts....

XOAldrin says:
::nods to Ops::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::uncomfortable with that itch.....squirms again::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: what's the AT's status?

Host COFerrone says:
*Vesuvius*  Medical emergency.  Beam up the away team to Sickbay and enforce a Level 3 biological containment field.

SO_Udoit says:
@::looks at Captain:: CO: were ready to initiate power up

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: er sir, I don't eat them

TAC_Darq says:
::looks confused::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: Nevermind.  Get them up here.

CNS_Hanna says:
::hears Comm and gets up, heads for TL::

Headman says:
@Ferrone : you leve us ?

OPQuchant says:
XO: Yes sir

CNS_Hanna says:
Aldrin: I'm on my way to Sick Bay to help

CMO_Darvo says:
@Anniston: what is going on here

XOAldrin says:
::nods at the counselor::

Host COFerrone says:
@::stares at Headman... hard..  trying to see if there is any 'game' that he is playing::

OPQuchant says:
*Vesuvius to AT*: Please come in...urgent

TLura says:
@::throws another rock at Darvo and misses::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: we can minimise their loss by starting now and getting as many of them as possible

Headman says:
@:::looks blandly back at Ferrone ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::ducks::

SO_Udoit @::opens engineering console..bypasses optic relays.......and powers the engines:: (PowerUp.wav)

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir..permission to begin beaming the populace onboard

CNS_Hanna says:
*Nurse Du* Prepare for incoming casualties from the Away Team and prepare a Level 3 Biological Containment field. I am on my way to help

Host COFerrone says:
@*Vesuvius*  This Admiral Ferrone.  Get us to Sickbay now.

Host AGMTrain- says:
<Action> All AT members break out in a rash that is quickly spreading

CMO_Darvo says:
@:: must not scratch::

TAC_Darq says:
::notifies Security to prepare to receive inhabitants and to arrange living areas in Cargo Decks::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: what's taking so long?

CNS_Hanna says:
<Nurse Du> *Hannah* Acknowledged

TAC_Darq says:
::hears the transmission::

CNS_Hanna says:
::enters TL::

XOAldrin says:
::stands::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Unknown sir

SO_Udoit says:
@::looks at the Captain........CO: sir, our bioguards are operational, we don't need to beam up.

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION>SOLAR CONDITIONS PREVENT BEAMING OUT

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: I have a lock on them sir.

FCO_Annis says:
@Doctor:  I'll try to contact the child; being only half-Betazoid, however...........

OPQuchant says:
*AT*: Bridge to Away team....come in please

FCO_Annis says:
@::gives it the old college try, and tries contacting the child::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Anniston: go for it, I'll try to analyze this rash

OPQuchant says:
::begins resonating the comm badges::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<ACTION>ALL COMMUNICATION WITH THE PLANET IS CUT

XOAldrin says:
TAC?OPS: i want the AT up here yesterday.

FCO_Annis says:
@::scratches her left thigh::  Good, Doc.  Fix this damned rash.

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;scatches again::

CNS_Hanna says:
::arrives in Sick Bay and helps Nurse Du and sick bay personnel prepare for incoming casualties::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir...it appears we have no communications with tme

Host COFerrone says:
@::frowns::  Bynars:  Find out what system is missing a chip and make a substitute for it as best as you can.  It looks like out only way off this planet is on this ship.

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: are you......

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: alright ??

FCO_Annis says:
@::opens thoughts to the child, waiting::

TAC_Darq says:
::hears and complies::

Headman says:
@Ferrone: only cure we know is ticky ticky

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scans herself::

TLura says:
@::Hears Anniston's mental contact and returns it EXTREEMLY LOUDLY IN HER HEAD WITH LAUGHTER::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: I cannot transport them, solar radiation is preventing transport

Host COFerrone says:
@Headman:  Then get it for me.

OPQuchant says:
XO: sir...recommendations?

Headman says:
@Ferrone: you must find a lass and get it yourself

TAC_Darq says:
::looks at FCO and stands::

FCO_Annis says:
@::is knocked to knees, holding her head, cringing::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: shuttle.

OPQuchant says:
::slaves Helm to OPS::

TAC_Darq says:
Quchant: well she ::pointing at FCO:: could take a shuttle

Host COFerrone says:
@Headman:  Explain.

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: we are ready to initiate lift off

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: engines are in the green

OPQuchant says:
Darq: The FCO is on the AT

TLura says:
@::sees Anniston fall and frowns::

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;scratches and taps her com badge:: *Admiral* come in please

FCO_Annis says:
@::tries to tune out the sound::

Headman says:
@Ferrrone: we dont have the words ...it is ...er.....copulating ?? Cures for but little while

CMO_Darvo says:
@::growing concern::

TLura says:
@::stops sending::

XOAldrin says:
TAC: you and FCO and whomever else get to shuttle and go get them.

Host COFerrone says:
@::frowns:: Do you mean sex?

TAC_Darq says:
::nods and runs out of Bridge with acting FCO::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<Action> All COM betweem AT members is cut

CMO_Darvo says:
@::stands and approaches Anniston:: I think we should get back to the AT

Headman says:
@Ferrrone : Sex ? what is that ? Ticky ticky is ticky ticky .....we also use it for making children

FCO_Annis says:
@::manages to close mind to the laughter, and tries to struggle back to her feet::

TAC_Darq Deck 13 (Deck.wav)

Host COFerrone says:
@::shifts uncomfortably::  Great.

TLura says:
@::throws another rock at Darvo::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: have a second shuttle standing by

OPQuchant says:
::reroute as much power as possible to the engines...ready to route it back to decks if need be::

TAC_Darq says:
::thinking about the timing::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

TAC_Darq says:
::this is going to be tight::

FCO_Annis says:
@::manages to crawl her way to Darvo::

TLura says:
@::a hit::

SO_Udoit says:
@::looks at Udidit::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::sees rock heading her way and ducks::

SO_Udidit says:
@::looks at Udoit::

TLura says:
@::giggles again::

OPQuchant says:
::contacts shuttle bay and gets them to start preping another shuttle::

CNS_Hanna says:
*Aldrin* Are we going to be getting those casualties any time soon? Sick bay is ready for them, containment fields are in place

Headman says:
@Ferrone: but It is no problem Making children is voluntary Ticky ticky eases the rash

TAC_Darq says:
::arrives on Deck 13 and makes way to Shuttle Bay 2::

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;really getting pissed now:: Hey: however you are STOP IT

FCO_Annis says:
@::sinks down beside her, sheltered by a rock::  OK, this is not good.........  No contact with the others, eh?

TAC_Darq says:
::climbs into Shuttle Leshuttle

XOAldrin says:
*Sickbay*: Counselor, we are sending ashuttle as transporters are out.  If you'd like to go along, be my guest.

TAC_Darq says:
<Acting FCO>  ::powers up engines and sets course and landing angles::

TLura says:
@::Projects mental laughter at Darvo LOUDLY::

CMO_Darvo says:
@<W> Anniston: none and whoever that is throwing rocks is gonna find themselfs castrated if they don't stop

FCO_Annis says:
@Doctor:  We need to devise a plan.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::holds head::

TAC_Darq says:
*Vesuvious*: this is LeShuttle, we are ready to depart

FCO_Annis says:
@::grins, wincing just a little:: Doctor:  Good, we're on the same path.

OPQuchant says:
*Darq*: Hold for the counsellor

XOAldrin says:
*TAC*: Get  out of here.

CNS_Hanna says:
*Aldrin* If it's all the same to you I think I'd be more help in Sickbay, especially when we're trying to get people OFF the planet, I don't want to take someone else's spot.

Host COFerrone says:
@::looks at the Bynars::  Get this ship ready to go in less than 10 minutes and you've got yourself a promotion.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::grins through her pain:: I wish they would stop projecting

FCO_Annis says:
@Doc:  Let's get that little .........girl........ ::grins, remembering tolerance::

CNS_Hanna says:
*Aldrin* I'd be better use where I am

TAC_Darq says:
*Quchant*: ok

CMO_Darvo says:
@::takes a deep breath and nods::

Headman says:
@:::Looks at the Officer as if he is mad ::

Host COFerrone says:
@headman:  What isolinear chip did the man talk of?

TLura says:
@:: stops projecting and pouts::

XOAldrin says:
*Hanna*: as you wish, counselor.

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: We have been ready.

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: for the last 10 minutes, sir

XOAldrin says:
*TAC*: Shuttle, you are clear to launch.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::stands and scans for the little girls readings again::

OPQuchant says:
*Darq*: You are cleared for depature...have a safe journey..and visit soon

Headman says:
@Ferrone: he said something about had he only a tricoder

FCO_Annis says:
@Doc:  My scans show the child in that direction.  Let's approach her from different fronts.........

TAC_Darq says:
*XO*: on way sir

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods and takes the left flank::

FCO_Annis says:
@Doc:  I'll face her head on.

TLura says:
@::throws a last handfull of rocks at both officers and saundes away::

TAC_Darq says:
$::LeShuttle clears Bay doors and sets flight pattern Delta::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  Prepare the T'Khut to launch then.

Headman says:
@Ferrone, or was it tray carder ?

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scratches madly now::

Host COFerrone says:
@Headman:  If you're going to be cryptic you are of no use to me.

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: Are we taking the .....

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: headsman with us, sir?

FCO_Annis says:
@::stands up and steps forward into clear view::  Child:  We have detected you.  Come forward, we mean you no harm.

TAC_Darq says:
$::time to planet is four minutes::

Headman says:
@ferrone: just been a long time

FCO_Annis says:
@::resists the urge to scratch::

TLura says:
lioa tiiu' hurla ( I do not understand)

TAC_Darq says:
$::scans the planet for exact co-ordinates of the AT::

Host COFerrone says:
@Headman:  You can leave now ::hand moves to phaser::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::stands in a non threatening manner, but scratching still::

Headman says:
@::Shrugs and leaves::

OPQuchant says:
::preps evcasive manuvers::

TAC_Darq says:
$*AT*: this is LeShuttle, I am on way, ETA three minutes

FCO_Annis says:
@:;stands still in the clearing, refusing to try more, and still refusing to scratch::

TLura says:
@::giggles at Darvos mad scratching::

FCO_Annis says:
@::simply waits to see what the child will do next::

CMO_Darvo says:
@ugh!!  I can't stand this ::scratches more::

SO_Udoit @::reinitiates power up.... (PowerUp.wav)

TLura says:
@::pokes tounge out at Anniston::

Headman says:
@:::saunters to the clearing ::

TAC_Darq says:
$::raises shields to protect them from solar radiation::

Host COFerrone says:
@::as the Bynars prepare the ship for launch, he takes out his tricorder and scans for any sign of an isolinear chip::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: any luck with the transporters?

TAC_Darq says:
$::applies sun blcok factor 5::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  How much time to total stellar collapse?

OPQuchant says:
::still trying sir::

FCO_Annis says:
@::spots the child, and thinks that this is more like it, but also resists the urge to smile::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::results from the tricorder show no known cure for the rash::

OPQuchant says:
::tries to fold in the beam to punch thru the atmosphere::

XOAldrin says:
::sighs heavily:

SO_Udoit says:
@::engages thrusters....sets impulse and ENGAGES::

TAC_Darq says:
$::clears atmosphere and commences final descent::

FCO_Annis says:
@::continues waiting, casually checking tricorder readings::

CNS_Hanna says:
::pauses for a moment in Sickbay, looks at a nearby Biobed, and for a moment, fondly recalls Dr. Ramares::

TLura says:
@Says hautally:lioa tiyi tail luarki T'Salre ( I am the daughter of T'Salre)

SO_Udoit  (STUnable To Comply.wav)

TAC_Darq says:
$scans locate the AT in a clearing::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: what if we get the ship closer to the planet?  Will that help?

CMO_Darvo says:
@Anniston: slowly now, lets not spook her

OPQuchant says:
XO: Anything to minimise the distance between us and them and to cut out the atmosphere will help Sir

SO_Udidit says:
@::hmmmmm...::

SO_Udoit says:
@::hmmm.........::

TAC_Darq says:
$::LeShuttle lands::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::gathers information from the herbs she passes hopefully looking for a cure to the maddening rash::

FCO_Annis says:
@::apparently intent on her duties:: ::whispers to Darvo::  Trying not to spook her.

Headman says:
@:::Spots The CMO and FCO ::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  Scan for the rest of the away team and head there.

TAC_Darq says:
$*AT*: we have landed, oyu can come out, wherever you are

XOAldrin says:
OPS: increase power to the SIF and take us closer in.  Minumum safe distance.

SO_Udoit says:
@::rechecks isolinear chip relays::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

Host COFerrone says:
@::looks at tricorder and navigates his way around to find a broken isolinear chip::

Headman says:
@:::looks about and spots T'Lura::

SO_Udidit says:
@::scans for AT::

OPQuchant says:
::reroutes power to SIF::

TLura says:
@::stomps foot angry at being ignored::

OPQuchant says:
::plots atmospheric course::

OPQuchant  (Blue Alert.wav)

CMO_Darvo says:
@::nods to Anniston:: Anniston: sorry, this itch is getting to be::holds knees together::

Host COFerrone says:
@::holds up the chip::  AHA!  ::checks the codes on it to find out where its' supposed to go::

Headman says:
@Daughter: have you been playing games again ?

TLura says:
@::picks up another rock::

SO_Udoit says:
@::heads out to find AT::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Course on the board and ready to go

TAC_Darq says:
$AFCO: Thi sis weird, they shouldbe here, I am going to look for them

FCO_Annis says:
@::grins over shoulder to Darvo::  Hang in there; we don't want to spook her.

TLura says:
@::Looks at headman and hangs head::

SO_Udidit says:
::walks over to the Captain ....looks at chip in his hand::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: do it.

TAC_Darq says:
$<AFCO> Darq: well be careful you handsome devil you ::vbg::

OPQuchant says:
::hits the big red go button::

TLura says:
@::grinds one toe in the dirt:;

Headman says:
@:::Walks up to T'Lura::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::going nutz with this rash, can't hold still, doesn't want to spook the child, but would like to ......grins::

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: that goes over there ::points to open console::

TAC_Darq says:
$:: blows the AFCO a kiss and gets out of the shuttle::

OPQuchant says:
::starts the ship to decend closer to the atmosphere::

SO_Udoit says:
@::meets up with AT::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  Get the away team on board and let's get out of here.

Headman says:
@:::hugs her as a daughter ::

Host COFerrone says:
@::heads over to the open panel::

TAC_Darq says:
$scans the area with a Tricorder::

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: My counterpart is doing that right now, sir

TAC_Darq  (Tricorder.wav)

TLura says:
@:pears arond headman at officers and pokes out tounge again::

OPQuchant  (Blue Alert.wav)

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir....safe orbit level reached...according to the specs....

XOAldrin says:
OPS: report!

FCO_Annis says:
@::looks at Darvo::  What happened?

XOAldrin says:
OPS: transporter?

TLura says:
@::approaches Annistonand holds out hand::

OPQuchant says:
::rejigs transporter::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks at Anniston::?

OPQuchant says:
Computer: Can we get a lock on the AT?

CMO_Darvo says:
@::scratches::

SO_Udoit says:
@Darvo: the Captain wants the AT to meet him in the Vulcan ship

Headman says:
@:::walks behind T'Lura ::

Host COFerrone says:
@::uses his own tricorder to simulate the effect of a normal isolinear chip where it should normally be::

Headman says:
@CMO: you should do Ticky ticky

CMO_Darvo says:
Udoit: acknowledged

CMO_Darvo says:
Headmans: excuse me??

Headman says:
@CMO: Eases rash ...for a time

CMO_Darvo says:
@Headman: there is a cure?

Headman says:
@CMO: Not a cure , but a treatment

XOAldrin says:
::waiting for a report from OPS and tapping fingers on the armrest::

Host COFerrone says:
@::checks to see if this is working or not::

OPQuchant says:
<Computer> Interference still in place

Host COFerrone says:
@::theoretically it should::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Headman: are you willing to share this treatment?

SO_Udidit says:
     @CO: that chip should be in the nav computer over there....it's the coordinator for landing and taking off relays.....::points:: that is why we didn't lift off

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir...I doubt even my brother could get use closer...and the transporters won't work at this distance

Headman says:
@CMO: :::Smiles::: sure

CMO_Darvo says:
@Headman: tell me about this treatment please, do you mind if I record it on my tricorder?

SO_Udoit says:
@::standing by Darvo waiting to go to the ship::

Headman says:
@CMO:: You need to remove those though :::points at clothes ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::ignores the Bynar::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: continue attempts to cut through the interference, and get us back to standard orbit.

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks down:: Headman: my clothes?

TLura says:
@Anniston:I want my granpa

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

OPQuchant says:
::plots course back to a standard orbit::

Host COFerrone says:
@::heads to transporter controls::

OPQuchant says:
::hits the autopilot::

Host COFerrone says:
@::locks onto the rest of the away team::

Headman says:
@CMO :how else to do Ticky ticky .... er your Ferrone called it something..... ahhh...sex

SO_Udidit says:
@::follows the CO, wondering where he is going::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::eyes go wide with surprise::

FCO_Annis says:
@::tries to sort out the events around her::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::shrugs::

OPQuchant says:
::continues to reconfigure the transporter systems....::

Host COFerrone says:
@::beams his away team members away from whereever they are onto the bridge of the T'Khut::

TLura says:
@Anniston: Loudly::I want my Granpa!!!

CMO_Darvo says:
@::doesn't have the mental hangup most humans have, being half deltan::

SO_Udidit says:
@::ah....that's one way to do it::

OPQuchant says:
::brings up his brothers files on transporters and puts into place several suggestiosn and methods::

Headman says:
@:::looks with surprise as the CMO and FCO disappears ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::beams to the T'Khut::

XOAldrin says:
::waiting for something to happen::

FCO_Annis says:
@::beams to the T'Khut, and wonders what the heck she is doing on this vessel, but is reasurred by Ferrone's presence::

SO_Udoit says:
@::sees counterpart::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::thinks darn::

Headman says:
@:::hugs daughter ::

Host COFerrone says:
@AT: okay...  Report.


CMO_Darvo says:
@::scratches::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Adm: they have a treatment for the rash, but I don't think your gonna like it

OPQuchant says:
XO: Still no luck on the transporters Sir

Host COFerrone says:
@::hands braced on transporter console::

FCO_Annis says:
@Admiral:  As I see it, the child was the key.......

TLura says:
@Crys to headman: I thought they were bringing my Granpa::sobs::

Headman says:
@:::Comforts Daughter ::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: hat other information do we have that might be of some use?

CMO_Darvo says:
@Adm: I do not suggest we transport up to the ship, we'll contaminate the others

FCO_Annis says:
@Sir:  Darvo and I were close to making contact with her, and the Headsman interfered, somehow..........

Host COFerrone says:
@Key to what?

SO_Udidit says:
@Udoit:1101010101001

SO_Udoit says:
@Udidit: 110101110101

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir...I am trying everything that I know of...and that my brother has tried on the Seleya

FCO_Annis says:
@Adm:  I'm not sure.  The key to this mission perhaps.

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: key systems are showing green again......

XOAldrin says:
OPS: if there's no luck from LeShuttle, then recall it.

Headman says:
@T'Lura: perhaps they will be back

Host COFerrone says:
@::sits in CO chair::  Beam the Headman and the girl here.

FCO_Annis says:
@::considers::  Sir:  While we were seeking the child, I saw ........... things..........

CMO_Darvo says:
@::watches::

TLura says:
@::pouts at headman::

OPQuchant says:
XO: With the star about to go..I think we should do that anyway

SO_Udoit @::locks on and...... (Transporter.wav)

OPQuchant says:
::starts contacting LeShuttle::

XOAldrin says:
::nods absently at OPS::

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;scratches again::

OPQuchant says:
*LeShuttle*: You are recalled back to the Vesuvius...

CNS_Hanna says:
::checks status, notes they have not left the planet yet, and thinks that if they don't get out of there soon, the Vesuvius just might live up to it's volatile name::

FCO_Annis says:
::stands by, trying to sort it out; moves to helm, to keep her hands busy while her mind's sorting things out::

TLura says:
@::projests extreemly loud to all around that can hear::I WANT MY GRANPA!!!!!!

CMO_Darvo says:
@::wouldn't mind experiencing the Ticky Ticky.....:ponders::

Headman says:
@:::watches as two other villagers disappear ::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks at Udonit::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: prepare one more low pass.  We will try one more time before evacuating.

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

OPQuchant says:
::replots the course to the atmosphere::

XOAldrin says:
OPS: execute once the shuttle's aboard.

OPQuchant says:
::engages the engines::

OPQuchant says:
::making sure the shuttle is onboard first::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::squirms again, wishing something would happen::

Host COFerrone says:
@AT:  Let's get the T'Khut out of here now.

FCO_Annis says:
@CO:  I think I've got the nav controls set.....engaging.

CMO_Darvo says:
@Adm: I would recomment a lever 1 containment for the AT

TLura says:
@::kicks sand at headman::

Host COFerrone says:
@Darvo: Hail the Vesuvius and tell them to expect us.

OPQuchant  (Blue Alert.wav)

SO_Udidit says:
@::sits at CSO checking scanners::

SO_Udoit says:
@::sits at OPS checking systems::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Adm: aye sir

Headman says:
@:::Chuckles::

OPQuchant says:
::starts taking the ship down::

CMO_Darvo says:
@COM *AT to Vesuvius* come in please

TLura says:
@Headman: where did they go?

XOAldrin says:
OPS: carefully...

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

Headman says:
@T'lura : up there I guess

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  Keep this ship running...  inform me of any potential hazard.

CMO_Darvo says:
@:;tries the comm again::

TLura says:
@::looks up::

CMO_Darvo says:
@*AT to the V* come in please

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: yes, sir......We are diagnosticating

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: all systems as we go

CMO_Darvo says:
@COM *V* Please respond

XOAldrin says:
::feels the ship vibrating slightly::

CMO_Darvo says:
@Adm: no response from the V

TLura says:
@::Sends at greatest strength at sky::I WANT MY GRANPA!!!!!!!!

CMO_Darvo says:
@::holds head:: OW, what was that ?

OPQuchant says:
::reinforces the SIF even more::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::looks around:: Did anyone hear that?

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir ::shouting::....permission to take her lower

SO_Udidit says:
@CO: i have a scan lock on a Vulcan life form.......on the planet......245 mark 21

XOAldrin says:
OPS: anything on sensors?

FCO_Annis says:
@::twinges::  She still calls.........

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars:  can we spare the power?

OPQuchant says:
XO: Scanning ::scanning::

FCO_Annis says:
@::tries to shut it out::

Host AGMTrain- says:
<Action> Everyone hears the childs crys

TLura says:
@::Sends again:: NOW!!!!!!!

SO_Udoit says:
@CO: the answer sir, in human terms is.....:that's academic::

CMO_Darvo says:
@::so heart wrenching, poor child::

FCO_Annis says:
@::fails at shutting it out, and starts screaming I WANT MY GRANDPA!!!!

XOAldrin says:
OPS: take her lower, but carefully...

OPQuchant says:
XO: Aye sir

CMO_Darvo says:
@COM *AT to V* come in please!!!!!!!

OPQuchant says:
::starts taking the ship lower::

Host COFerrone says:
@Bynars: Beam the Vulcan here.

Host AGMTrain- says:
<Action> Storm abates

FCO_Annis says:
@::falls from her chair, still crying out::

Headman says:
@T'Lura: Now now , is that way to behave ?

OPQuchant says:
<Computer> Warning exceeding maximum safety lim...::guts cut off by Quchant::

OPQuchant says:
<gets>

CMO_Darvo says:
@::has headache and a rash.....this hasn't been a very good day::

Host COFerrone says:
@::frowns at Anniston::  Pick yourself up and man your post officer! That's an order!

SO_Udoit @:: reinitiates lock......pulses power through transprter room buffers.........and...... (Transporter.wav)

TLura says:
@::turns angrilly to Headman::They were supposed to take me to granpa

XOAldrin says:
::hoping something works out here::

OPQuchant says:
XO: Sir...we can't take much more of this

FCO_Annis says:
@::hears the captain's words, but they are a blur in a fog::

SO_Udoit says:
@CO done, sir.........she is i

Host AGMTrain- says:
<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>

Host AGMTrain- says:
<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>
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